Let k be a field of characteristic p>G, and K=k(s,sn)a purely transcendental extension field over k. We denote by a the automorphis m of K induced by a cyclic permutation d:s>se1(i mod. p). The object of this note lies in proving the fact that the fixed field L of a is also a purely transcendental extension field over k1.
We prove it by construe ing a system of generators of L/k which are algebraically independent over k. In the construction we take several systems of generators of K/k and obtain, finally, a system (V0....., Vn, v,..v p,ti-,) which is transformed by a in the following manner: (1) aVs=Vi+f,(V0, Vo,....,Vn, are algebraic over L' and L'(V0,....,Vn,)=K is a cyclic extension field over L' of degree at most pn (E. Witt [3]), (K: L')<pn=(K:L). Therefore, L=L'=k(F0,....,Fn1,v1,....,As L is a field with degree of transcendency pn over k, the pn generators F0.....,Fn-1,vl,..., vpn-n are algebraically independent over k. Furthermore, in the following construction we may take a system of polynomials in s...., spn as the seeking generators of L/k. where C is a polynomial in Uo of grades less than m -1. By the assumption of induction for m, C=(o---1)C', C' is a polynomial of grade less than rn. Therefore
The polynomial in the right side is of grade at most m+1.
2. When m-1 mod. P, we put m=pq-1. Then,
From the same reason as in the case 1,
where the polynomial in the right side is of grade at most m+1. Now, we assume that the lemma is already proved to be true for terms of grade m which are placed before U...Ui in the ordering (0), and prove the lemma for Uao....Ua'. In the right side, the polynomial is of grade at most in+1.
In the above deforma+ion of U U; 9 into the form (10), if any one of exponents in Ut....U' is greater than p, each term of grade in+1 in.
5) Since i-1Zm=pq-1,q>1, we see i>p.
When i=p, then m =p-1, and it is the exceptional case of the lemma. When i>p, the(p+1)-th term U1 was already constructed. the polynomial P in (10) contains an exponent greater than $ In fact, it is obvious for Utn by (11), (12). As, in the right side of (13), each term of grade m in E contains an exponent greater than p, the assertion is proved by induction in the ordering (0).
When we deform U Uai, 0<ak<P, into a form (14), each term of grade m+1 in E' contains an exponent greater than p, because each term of grade m in E in (13) also contains such exponents.
Therefore, in the relation (14), any term in E' cannot cancel with the first one.
Thus we proved the lemma. Now, we continue the construction of (6'). From (4) and (7) (15) (-1)t1+1=
ur-1.Bz(Uo,....,Ui),i$p+1,
-llf-1B1(U o.....,U1),i=$+1.
In both cases the right side is polynomial in Uo,...., Uf of grade i-1 over )4>, k<i, with non-zero coefficient for U..Uj 1, 0<a< p,cr;p=i-16>.
In particular, when i=+1 the coefficient bof (U0.. .. Uj)p-1 is not zero. Since all coefficients are invariant under 6, applying the previous lemma, we may deform the right side of (15) yt1') over prime field ko. Furthermore, the coefficient of (x0,., x1)' Yo in gz(x, y) is (l)t.
PROOF. We shall deal with vectors over prime field R of characteristic 0 and use sub-components x(i) (17) x(c>=x+pxlpi-1+.......pLxc.
The addition (16) over K is induced by addition over R defined by subcomponents (17), where H" is of grade at most p1+1, and collecting it to the left side, In the above construction, (4) are linear forms in s, (6') are rational functions in (4), (1) are polynomials in (6'), and the seeking generators of L/k are polynomials in (1). If we insert a new set of generators (4') of K/k Jti,t i-1t,/t. between (4) and (6'), then (6') may be defined from (4') by (7') u =ati+B;(U0,..,Uj-1)
where a lies in prime field k0, and BE is a polynomial over k0(ui,. 
